HAWKEYES SHUT OUT THE GOPHERS IN WARM CLASH

Game was Featured by Brilliant Playing on Both Sides—Laucks Almost Air-
-ing Final Score 3-0

For the second time in two weeks, yesterday afternoon, Pritchard Laucks had Minnesota on his staff and with the assistance of his mates performed a seat job of astounding to the tune of 3-0. Laucks was master of the situation at all times, limiting the entire Minnesotan crullers to three boxes and forcing nine of the Ninjas to vainly breathe their other in their attempts to connect safely with the point zero. The Minnesota play was air-tight holding support and opportune batting when Hawkeyes hopped the basemen, were the misfiring boys of the result, but Buckers, the premier of the Minnesota club men, did not prove to be much of a puzzle to the local hitsmiths and the lads was also inclined to be unyielding, shot himself out of some tight holes.

Neither side was able to do much in the first two frames. In the first stanza, the position was mighty cloudy and nothing was on the ball. The position was mighty cloudy and nothing was on the ball.

Seven innings brought the score totals in the second half of the third, leading.

Mike Anderson, the freshest of the freshmen, and L. A. Young, with this additional strength hope to come out on top in the next battle with the northern.

VICTORIES OF SIGMA CHI ARE RULED OUT

Pritchard Declared Invalid By Pennsylvania Council—Had West His Letter

The Penn Helicon council yesterday ruled out the two victories of the Sigma Chi club in the state high league on the grounds that Pritchard, second baseman of the Sigma Chi aggregation is ineligible. It is alleged that he was a better at Mer 書 and this bare from Inter-fraternity baseball. The Sigma Chi program was due to be published from the Penn Delta, the speculating Sigma Chi will have to be played over. The action was at the application of S. F. Leath. The protest Pritchard just before their games with the Sigma Chi.

S. A. E. has pledged Kevorkian, star of the freshmen and L. A. Young, and with this additional strength hope to come out on top in the next battle with the northern.

JOINT GRADUATION OF LIBRARY SOCIETIES

CUSTOM INITIATED LAST YEAR TO CONTINUE—EXQUISITE SUCCESS LAST YEAR

Program Announced For Tuesday Night Of Commencement Week—All Societies To Participate—Short Play To Be Part Of Ball

Seven literary societies, three com-

pany-honors, and four of the women will hold their joint commencement exercises on Tuesday night of commencement week for the second time in the history of the university.

From time immemorial, each had a separate graduation exercises, on the Friday night just preceding commencement. But last year, a number of alumni and students of the society, prominent among whom was Mr. R. H. Brueck, began agi-
in the university. Brueck's home, which should have taken place at the time when the words of his high school and tonight he will del-
iver the commencement address at Pennington. Wednesday evening he will deliver the commencement address at Wilton. 4

Graduate Club Picnic

Don't forget the Graduate Club picnic today from 5 to 7 p.m. at the city park. The city park car will take any one out. The time spent will not be long, and everyone should be able to go.

Joint Audience Meeting For Election Of officers for last year. Every one is sure to come.

Companies Compete For Lilley Saber

For the umal competition company game for the Lilley Saber. The officer commanding the winning company will receive the prize.

Griffes, as head of the company which best carries the manual of arms, and one of the greatest of the military department. Competition is keen, and the work done in this drill is always at a high order of excellence. Following are the general orders for the event.

Elected: Board: Prominent Scientists.

PIONIO—WE STARTED LAST YEAR—NOW HAVE HISTORY WRITTEN

Each of The Seventeen Chapters Of Phi Alpha Theta Will Furnish Account

A history of Sigma Delta Chi, the national fraternity of college journalists and writers, is to be published some time this year. The work of compiling and writing is in the hands of Law White of the Detroit News, an alumnus of the university of Michigan.

The history of the seventeen chapters of the fraternity will write its local history, and when these are all seated in the national account will be com-

Old and new are blended by the members. It is estimated for the beginning of next school year in September. Each lo-

il'i;f;:·3uii a short address and an account of how the Fraternity

Connie, a short address and an account of how the Fraternity

COMMENTS ON THE FRESHMAN PLAYS

Sig White is elected head of the officers for the last year. Every one is sure to come.

SIGMA DELTA CHI TO HAVE HISTORY WRITTEN

Sigma Delta Chi To Have History Written

Merry Speaks In Four Iowa Towns

Give Commencement Speeches, and Memorial Address At Brooklyn Saturday

Professor Glenn N. Merry, head of the public speaking department, is now in demand for commencement address in many Iowa towns. Last night he spoke at the com-

The company commanders will re-

The Lilley Saber will be awarded to the officer commanding the win-

By Order of the Commandant, BRUNIE O. KORP.

Attention To Be Given By Instrumental Staff To Old Science

There will be an informal reception in the old science hall this after-

...and the staff of the department of botany and zoology, and their wives, daughters.

PHELLO'S PARTY

Today the Phi-Omega Literary societies will hold their annual party at Little Dutch Hall. The latter leaves the market, street between 12:30 p. m. sharp, and at 12:30 p. m. sharp. Everyone meets at the barroom.

THE COMMITTEE
At The Live Store

OVER ON DUBUQUE STREET

Summer Suits
$10 to $25

Summer Trousers
$2.95 to $5.00

Summer Shirts
50c to $5.00

Summer Hats
Poplin, Silk, Palm Beach, Straw and Panamas
50c to $7.50

SLAVATA & EPPLE

IOWA CITY'S LIVE CLOTHING

---

Wienieke's Arcade Bookstore...
Note Books and School Supplies...
Headquarters for...

Fountain Pens...
Largest Assortment

In the city...

---

Graduation

Dresses...

A Special Line Just In

Prices $5.00 to $25.00

Middies and Gossard Corsets

--- THE ---

WOMAN'S SHOP

Jefferson Hotel Bldg.

HARVAT & STACH

"The Shop Every Woman ought to Know"
Get Some Views of Iowa City Before Vacation

There are no more beautiful scenes in Iowa than you can find in and near Iowa City. Get recreation, rest, healthful exercise in getting out in the open with a KODAK

If you have trouble getting your films developed, bring them here and we shall have expert scenes in Iowa City. Get the rest you can find in and near Iowa City. Get recreation, rest, healthful exercise in getting out in the open with a KODAK

If you have trouble getting your films developed, bring them here and we shall have expert scenes in Iowa City. Get the rest you can find in and near Iowa City. Get recreation, rest, healthful exercise in getting out in the open with a KODAK

HENRY LOUIS

at THE REKALE DRUG & KODAK STORE

for the comfort of the Theatrical Line

OLD UNIFORM PICNIC

The Redskne sodelier represented in the Young People's Union will hold a picnic at Black Springs at 4:30 today. All members are earnestly invited to attend.

JOINT GRADUATION

OF LITERARY SOCIETIES

(Centennial-Four Years One)

of appropriately priced jewelry should be chosen with the same discrimination—the same care exercised in the selection of the most costly jewels. Nor is it necessary to sacrifice either quality, style, or workmanship in buying an article of inexpensive jewelry.

Our Gold Jewelry

—and the many effects in phalanx with precious stones, have been made by skilled jewelers in conformity with our well-known high standard of design and workmanship—

You will find them to accord with the fashion of the day.

We have a splendid selection of articles in gold from $10.00 up.

Rook & McShane

THE JEWELERS
H. S. GIRLS ENTERTAIN

The girls of the domestic science department of the high school entertained the school board and their wives Wednesday evening at the high school gymnasium at a six o'clock tea. This is an annual affair and was well attended by the board.

DEAN RAYMOND ENTERTAINS

Dean Raymond, entertained the seniors of the engineering school last night at his home. This reception is an annual affair given by the dean.

R. Y. P. E.

COMPANY A NOTICE

All Company A men are requested to report for drill at 1 o'clock Saturday, May 30th. The annual competition for the Liltley awards will be held at this time.

FRANK R. MENAGH, Capt.

Just Opened

The

ATHENS CONFECTIONARY

on College St., Between Clinton and Dubuque

Iowa City's Finest New Confectionary and Ice Cream Parlor is now open

We Serve... the Richest Ice cream the Daintiest spreads The Best lunches in the Confectionary Beautiful

COMPANY F NOTICE

Company F men will please report on May 30th at 1 o'clock for the annual competitive drill for the Liltley awards.

JOHN W. BROOKS, Capt.

COMPANY C NOTICE

All men in Company C are requested to be present at the armory Saturday, May 30, at 1:00 p.m. to participate in the manual of arms competitive for the Liltley awards. All drill will be finished at 1:30. Manual will last only two minutes.

CAPTAIN

HAWKES SHOT OUT

GOOPHERS IN WARM BATTLE

(Continued from page one)

During these frames before the masterly twirling of Laucks, Iowa lost an excellent chance to score in the sixth. Snyder bunted to left and Laucks was safe when he ran through the pill off Town's mitt. Hauth scored both base runners on a catch in his sacrifice. Bacon whipped and Steverding's long drive was smothered by Mundy.

In the Minnesota seventh, Dunnum made his team's second hit when he singled over second. Pennington popped out to Jacobsen. Laucks struck the Minnesota rally when he threw to Hauth caught Dunnum at the sock. A miniature pandemonium breaks forth from the visitors' bench, as a result of Umpire Batchelder's decision declaring Dunnum out. The Minnocks howled long and loud for the removal of "Batch" from his umpiring duties and asked that someone else be substituted to officiate during the remainder of the game. They argued that "Batch" had allowed Laucks in ball in the first base play and al- lowed that he was otherwise incompetent. After about five minutes of lawn-bout wrangling, Batchelder pulled off his whistle and threatened to forfeit the game to Iowa if the diamond was not cleared of visiting players in three minutes. This procedure had its desired effect and the hostilities, (diamond) was resumed. Firsch was safe on Jacobsen's overthrow and continued to second. On an attempt to catch him mapping the ball rolled to center, the runner gained third. All danger was averted when Mundy flew out to deep short.

No more scoring ensued, however, upon either side, although opportunities were not absent. After two were down in the Iowa seventh, Hanson doubled to left and asked that someone other than the first baBe play and allowed on Iowa field this year.

Score:

Minnetonka: 4 0 6 1 9

Iowa: 0 0 0 0 0

Pennington scored two runs on two fourth inning hits-Hauth .

Games: 2 2 1 1 1

Innings: 1 0 1 0 1

Totals: 12 0 8 1 2

The Girls of the Domestic Science Department, finishing the course with their annual competitive drill for the Lilley Sabre, have their awards presented. Eason whiffed and Diedrich singled to left and Laucks Tagland caught Dunnum 3b.
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